
Pilot Workshop
Post Season Symposium 2018

Hosted by Sam Whatmough



Workshop Aims

▪ Top tips for tyro and experienced DAs.      (How to 
stay alive and keep it pretty).

▪ Gotchas (ILAFFT)

▪ Feedback to regulator, FDDs and Event Organisers 
(\Rant mode 🤐🤐 )



Feedback to regulator and FDDs

• Protecting the RA(T) & NOTAM’s airspace
• Getting booked - How to find out what displays are 

around and contact details for FDD.
• Any movement on prohibition of aerobatics over 

land by civilian swept wing jets?
• Plans for more jet DAEs?
• Documents issued without consultation of SMEs?
• Mid season regulatory change
• Ambiguous regulations



Top Tips

• For sequence design ?
• Appropriate survival wear for seaside displays?
• Strategies for minimising the likelihood of error
• A bird in the hand....





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aeroplanes can be rebuilt but people cannot.Caution the drive to put the aircraft down on a runway following a failure when a field or landing on aero drone but off the runway  may be a much safer option (stretching glide, gear up/down etc)



• Tips for self analysis - tech that can help?





Gotchas

• Weather at display site....and en-route to/from
• Seaside displays - “Goldfish Bowl” effect
• The Chimp



Gotchas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professor Steve Peters aided Team GB to success with his work on human behaviour and marginal gains.



‘The Emotional Brain’ - Joseph Ledoux

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The diagram is adapted from one in the "The Emotional Brain" by Joseph Ledoux.  He is a neurologist who was one of the pioneers of research into the scientific basis to emotions.  Starting with the stimulus input, it routes from the sensory apparatus to the Thalamus. The Thalamus is a relay station and splits the signal. The ‘Low Road’ goes to the Amygdala. This is an instinctive routing, it is not under conscious control and it is very fast. The Amygdala ‘interprets’ the signal and will generate either or both an emotional response and an action.The Amygdala can activate the autonomic nervous system (ANS), giving rise to lots of body changes including release of adrenalin, focussing of attention (to tunnelling in extreme cases), rise in heart rate etc - can give rise to the Fight or Flight response.  Our conscious perception of an emotion follows these body changes; which emotion we consciously perceive depends on our brain's interpretation of the situation and comes after the body changes, not before.The ‘High Road’ to the cortex (grey outer layer of the brain) is a relatively recent evolutionary development in humans and is what distinguishes us from other animals. This is where our capacity to think logically, reason, understand morals and ethics comes from (much of the stuff we consider makes us ‘human’).  The cortex can understand situations in a much more sophisticated way than the instinctive, black and white interpretation of the amygdala; it can deal with complexity, ambiguity, uncertainty and conflicting evidence.  The cortex works to inhibit the amygdala and calm the ANS response. It is under conscious control, but it is much slower than the ‘Low Road’.A sensory input stimulus will have already excited the Amygdala before the cortex has a chance to catch up.An example would be when we wake up in the night on hearing a noise, we initially feel the fear adrenalin rush, but a few seconds later the logically side of the brain has worked out the noise is a door blowing in the wind and not a burglar. The Amygdala has prepared you for fight or flight and then the logical cortex has caught up with logic.



Dr. Steve Peters Chimp

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dr Steve Peters is a consultant Psychiatrist and senior lecturer at Sheffield University.Dr Peters has a much easier way of visualising, and talking about these parallel pathways in the brain. Instead of talking about neurological circuits, he turns them into characters. So instead of the ‘Low Road’ via the Amygdala he has…a ChimpAnd the slower more reasoned ‘High Road’ via the cortex he calls…a HumanDR PETERS IS NOT SAYING WE HAVE A CHIMP IN OUR HEAD OR THAT WE THINK LIKE A CHIMP. IT IS JUST A MODEL and an easy way to understand our emotional response to stimuli.Black and White: Chimp is either asleep or shouting. It has a tendency to see things as catastrophic or not important.  Key learning pointThe Chimp thinks emotionally and wants to react immediately, whereas the Human uses logic, but this takes effort and time.If we give the Human time, it can control the Chimp.UNLESS THERE IS A RULE BASED RESPONSE, DO NOTHING AND ALLOW THE HUMAN TIME TO CATCH UP (ie. interpret the information)



Gotchas

• Weather at display site....and en-route to/from
• Seaside displays - “Goldfish Bowl” effect
• The Chimp
• Routine disruption

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Routine disruption - kicking the gramophone player and having the needle jump.



Thoughts?
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